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Built between 1854 - 1860 this 1721 foot long historic tunnel was in use until 1970. It sat
in need of repair for 40+ years until the current rehabilitation project began. In 2011 a
committee was formed with the focus to renew and re-open the tunnel for the enjoyment
of the general public as an attraction for both locals as well as tourists.
Geo-Support Systems

We are proud members
of:

Ford Electric was awarded the project to rehabilitate this underground railway tunnel,
which is also Canada’s first, located in Brockville Ontario. The scope of the project was to
install and complete many different operations within a tight deadline.
Marathon Drilling was awarded the drilling contract. A portion of Marathon Drilling’s
scope included cleaning and scaling the existing rock face, and installing Con-Tech Systems #7 HRTB rock bolt anchors for roof stabilization. Con-Tech Systems also supplied dome nuts and plates for the project.
There were many challenges along the way primarily due to confined work spaces. There
was also extensive “scaling” of loose rock areas. Multiple trades were also required to
work at the same time, under a tight deadline, to complete their work on schedule for
the tunnel’s grand opening on August 12, 2017. Adding to the challenges, upon the first
order of the CTS rock bolts, and upon further inspection of the scope of the project, it was
deemed necessary that more rock bolts would be necessary than were originally planned.
Fortunately Con-Tech Systems’ Eastern Canadian location is situated in Brockville and
was therefore able to supply the extra material quickly and efficiently right to the job site.
The grand opening of the newly refurbished tunnel was on-schedule and a big success. It
has subsequently created a tourist boom for the picturesque town of Brockville!
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The tunnel rehabilitation work in progress.

Installation of #7 Rock Bolts

Project at a Glance:

Map of tunnel project

Drilling Contractor: Marathon Drilling
Jobsite Location: Brockville, Ontario, Canada
Year Project Committee was formed: 2011
Year of Project Completion: 2017
CTS Materials used:
• CTS #7 HRTB rock bolt anchors
• CTS dome nuts and plates
Special Thanks to:
• Bob Watson, Business Development,
Marathon Drilling
• Kevin O’Connor, Marathon Drilling
www.marathondrilling.com
Many thanks again to Marathon Drilling for including ConTech Systems in this historic project!
		

For more information: please contact:
Brent Smith, North East Manager Con-Tech Systems at brent@contechsystems.com
or Jessica Kane at jessica@contechsystems.com (613) 342-0041
The photos and text for much of this project was taken from the following link:
http://www.brockvillerailwaytunnel.com/tunnel-history.php
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The following is also an excerpt describing the history of this unique railway tunnel taken from the link:
http://www.brockvillerailwaytunnel.com/tunnel-history.php

In other CTS news:
Save the Date!
We hope you will come and meet us at the
DFI 42nd Annual Conference
in the New Orleans Mariott from October 24 - 27
Come visit both Kent Walker and Thomas Fetzer as we exhibit in booth #507 in New Orleans.
As shown on the DFI website: “Join us for our 42nd Annual Conference on Deep Foundations in the Big Easy where you will
network with the largest gathering of practitioners specializing in the deep foundation industry; attend special lectures featuring
our world-renowned keynote speakers; learn about innovations in design, construction and delivery of deep foundations; become
updated on design, construction, QC/QA and risk assessment/management; hear about DFI’s global initiatives and research to
promote foundation safety, quality, durability and sustainability. There will also be an Exhibit Hall featuring 120+ companies.”
REGISTER HERE:
https://www.regonline.com/builder/site/Default.aspx?EventID=1907862&
So please mark these dates in your calendar and be sure to come say hello to both Kent and Thomas in booth #507.
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